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Since 1958
Our company has been operating since 1958. YAMASA is specialized in producing of Roller Burnishing, Skive-Burnishing and
Deep Rolling Tools.
Our enterprise was carried on its growth within years. With the continuously developed technology and specialized staff, it
increased the variety of the products and grew dynamically day by day. It has been one of the biggest enterprise as producer in
this sector. YAMASA offers ideal solutions to the worldwide customers.
Our products are used in such as precise tube production, hydraulic-pneumatic, automotive industry, aircraft industry, all kind of
machine production, agricultural vehicles, ship building industry, railway industry, light motorized vehicles, heavy duty machines,
heating and cooling industry, information technologies industry, electronic household industry and defence industry. We meet
the current requirements of our customers in these all sectors with our service and product quality and applied stable price policy.

The properties which make YAMASA an ideal solution partner
•
•
•
•
•
•

Qualified and fast production of standard and special tools
Qualified, fast technical service and support
A wide variety of products
Economic prices
High stock capacity
Delivery on time

Our Mission
•
•
•

To answer the needs and surpass all expectations of the
customers with a higher quality
To invest continuously in expertness and technology
To know the worth of natural sources, to care the  
environment and ensure our future

Our Vision
•
•

The unconditional satisfaction of our customers
To prove the trustworthiness to the persons or companies
we work with and to be prefered everytime
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Roller Burnishing Technology
YAMASA Roller Burnishing is a method to make the workpiece, which has passed through the pre-machining, smooth and hard. It
is possible to process any kind of metallic material by using this method. The roller burnishing is done by contacting of the rollers
on the surface of the workpiece by the help of a precision mechanism. When such a contact is obtained, the workpiece or the tool
turns at a specified speed, then the rollers go forward on the workpiece’s surface by rotation. In addition, a pressure is applied on
the surface of the workpiece with a certain force thus the process of roller burnishing is achieved. The effects that occur at the
point where a single roller is contact to the surface of the workpiece are as follows;
The contact of the roller to the workpiece is obtained by pressure. At this point, while the protrusions on the surface are being
pressed, the gaps in bottom are filled up simultaneously. This process that we call as plastic deformation is repeated as long as
the rotation, pressing and feeding continues (fig.1). Therefore the smooth and bright surfaces are obtained.
The feeding speed of roller and the pressure applied on the workpiece is defined according to the surface roughness which
is required to obtain. The roughness values decrease by slowing down the feeding speed and increasing the pressure. On the
contrary, while the pressure decreases and the speed of feeding becomes faster, the surface roughness values will increase.
After the roller burnishing process, dimensional changes occur on the surface. Such a change is equal to the roughness value of
the surface. So it is possible to say that such a change occurs in the shape and dimension of the workpiece remains inside the
roughness limits.
It is possible to burnishing all kind of metallic materials up to 42-45 HRC with roller burnishing technology.

Figure 1 - Roller burnishing process

Pre-machining for roller burnishing process
Surface of the workpiece must be made suitable for roller burnishing. For this, pre-machining is advised. Pre-machining is
necessary for getting standard and good surface quality after roller burnishing. As pre-machining lathe, reaming, grinding or etc.
processes can be applied.
On the workpiece, stock allowance is left for roller burnishing. Pre-machining is applied by considering this stock allowance.
Roller burnishing doesn’t pull off a piece from surface, only accumulates roughnesses of the surface on to each other, in this
context we can say that generally roughness depth determines the stock allowance.  Stock allowance equals to roughness depth
(Rz). Thus, on the workpiece, stock allowance is left as roughness depth.
After pre-machining roughness depth must be between Rz = 5 - 30 µm (max. 50 µm) according to diameter and material type.
Before roller burnishing to obtain the most appropriate surface, you can use the lathing formula below;
Feed rate per revolution (mm/rev.) = 0.5 x cutter edge radius (mm)
The workpiece after pre-machining becomes ready for roller burnishing process. After the roller burnishing process, there is no
roughness left on the surface (see figure).
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Roller Burnishing Technology

Available surfaces
Cylindrical holes, cylindrical external surfaces, internal
and external tapers, fillets / radiuses, grooves, spherical
and flat surfaces.

Advantages of roller burnishing
• The surfaces in quality of Rz < 1 µm / Ra < 0,16 µm can
be obtained.
• It is possible to catch the desired size tolerance easily
and rapidly.
• The surface harden in the same time. It ensures the
processed surface to become stronger, more 		
brilliant and slippery.
• It is too much economical, low spare part consumption,
it saves time, money and energy.
• The process is completed by one pass. The process time
is very short.

Figure 2 - Surface profiles after pre-machining
and roller burnishing

• No sawdust and residues occur. No noise and damage
to the environment.
• Low lubrication and coolant.

Sample application;
Workpiece

Roller burnishing parameters

Diameter

Ø40,00 mm

Revolution

800 rev./min.

Rolling lenght

60 mm

Feeding

0,9 mm/rev.

Material

Steel

Process time

5 sec.

Surface roughness

Pre-machining Lathe

Before burnishing

Roller
Burnishing
Process

After burnishing

Before burnishing

Figure 3 - Before and after roller burnishing surfaces

Figure 4 - Surface profiles
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After burnishing

Deep Rolling Technology
This method increases fatigue strength of parts which are exposed to dynamic stress
under high pressure or load and prevents or decreases cracks and fractures which
may be derived from stress and depreciation.

Compression
stress

The object resistance decreases due to the instantaneous changes in cross-section
and cornered structure on the parts carrying loads or being exposed to loads
(machine elements, shaft, axles etc.). To prevent this, round lines such as Radius are
used. To a great extent, critical cross-section is usually found in these areas where
notch effect exists. Materials are usually cracked or broken from these areas. The aim
of deep rolling method is to decrease notch effect and prevent cracks and fractures
by increasing the fatigue strength.

Figure 5 - Compression stress after
deep rolling

Deep rolling is the most suitable and fastest method of mechanical metal processing.
The success of this method is ensured as a result of three distinct physical effects
occurring at the same time.

1. With compression stress remained on the surface after deep rolling. This stress never decreases following deep rolling.
2. By increasing the resistance of the material.
3. By polishing the surface (by smoothing micro burrs that operations such as grinding etc. could not eliminate).
To become successful in the operation of deep rolling, it is necessary to use right parameters of operation. In this sense, the
settings of rotation, feeding and rolling force are important.
During the operation of deep rolling, deep rolling roller is pressed onto the workpiece which it has contacts with. This operation
plasticizes upper layer and changes micro structure of the surface. Deep rolling force which occurs on its contact point with the
surface generates Hertzian contact force in the fringe area of the material. If this force is greater than tensile strength of material,
the material begins to exude from the sideward of the surface. Compression strength which remains after operation stays in this
area by increasing the fatigue strength.
If plastic deformation takes place under the level of room temperature or recrystallization, this is named as “cold working.” The
amount of produced cold-working depends on the rolling force, feeding speed, form of deep rolling roller and workpiece and
properties of the material. Rolling force and feeding speed are the variable parameters. For instance, low rolling force causes low
level cold-working.
Characteristic acquisitions are obtained depending on the amount of cold working and the properties of the material. Depth of
compression stress which is constituted after deep rolling operation is subject to change.
For instance, when low rolling force or small deep rolling rollers are used, low values come up. Similarly, when high rolling force
or big deep rolling rollers are used, immersion depth and compression stress depth increase.

Rolling force

Advantages of deep rolling

•
Rolling force deeply affects the
amount of cold working and
compression stress emerged
•
on the surface of workpiece
at the end of deep rolling. For
this reason, implementing
•
appropriate parameters of
rolling force and controlling
them increase the reliability of
the operation.
•
						
•

It decreases notch effect of dynamically operating workpieces; through increasing
fatigue strength, it is the most effective way to prevent cracks and fractures.
The constant durability of workpieces having been processed in deep rolling
increases at a rate of 400%.
During cold-working process, deep rolling is the single metal processing method
that achieves high surface quality by polishing the surface of workpiece and 		
provides remnant compression stress at the same time.
Cold-working realized with deep rolling increases surface hardness and eliminate
all micro notches and burrs through polishing, makes the corrosion difficult.

During processes other than deep rolling, micro notches and burrs remained on the workpieces may always cause
tensile and depreciation fractures. In addition, the processes such as throwing ball cause notch on the surface and 		
increases surface roughness. For this reason, the surface needs to be grinded during the second operation. Deep rolling
removes the need of other time-consuming processes such as grinding which is used for elimination of notches and
burrs.
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Deep Rolling Technology
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deep rolling can be realized at a single calibration just after turning operation.
Deep rolling is the most advanced and economical way among other systems to increase fatigue strengths and polish
surfaces.
It is the most reliable processing method among the others known so far.
It is very useful with its miniature tools which are suitable for all machines.
It provides savings from the material used in workpiece and its weight.
It provides saving from heat treatment.

Figure 6 - Deep rolling process

Deep rolling operation
This method is generally used in the operation of narrow and
difficult-to-access surfaces having radius R<4 mm. Rolling
force, through using profile deep rolling rollers, is implemented
to radius, an area which will be exposed to metal fatigue.
Adjustable deep rolling rollers, is automatically aligned with
the slope of the workpiece. This considerably reliable operation
calculates production tolerances and completely distributes
remnant compression stress as it is demanded.
The Operation is realized through two motions;
1st Motion; Rotation: Workpiece rotates.
2nd Motion; Plunge-in: Deep rolling roller which is purposebuilt according to radius profile is pressed onto radius with predetermined force.
Figure 7 - Plunge-in process
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Skive-Burnishing Technology

Skive-Burnishing is used to finish process the inner surfaces of hydraulic-pneumatic cylinders and tubes. Tools complete skiving
and burnishing operation in one pass. Since it is possible to produce quickly and economically high-quality tubes, this technology
is preferred instead of honing methode in serial production.
Roller burnished surfaces provide much more lower surface roughness according to the honned surfaces, in this case too low
abrasion value occurs. Therefore, joints running through the cylinder are less worn and has long life. Also the optimal surface
roughness is obtained too which is required for sealing. With this technology, tubes which have high surface quality, hardness
and worn durable are produced, process time and costs are extremely decreased.

Skive-burnishing operation
Tools have a processing capacity reaching up to 5 meters/minute speed. Tools perform skiving-burnishing operation
simultaneously. Thanks to this ultra fast tools processing times are extremely short;
Operation is generally carried on deep hole drilling machine. Machine is equipped with equipment and tool suitable for
workpiece diameter and adjusted.
Knives on skiving head are activated as hydraulic unit is engaged. Tool is speedly progressed towards inside of the tube. Guiding
pads bears the tube. Cutters at the back determine the finishing diameter and tolerance while pre-cutters mounted to knives are
skiving the rough surface. Each knife removes same amount of sawdust from the tube. Removed sawdust are pushed forward by
the highly compressed cooling oil supplied from the back. In this way, skiving head in the front prepares optimal size and surface
by skiving excessive sawdust up to adjusted diameter for roller burnishing operation (Rz 5-20 µm).
Roller head located at the back eliminates roughness of the surface by performing roller burnishing process and ensures final
finishing size. Support pads feed on the finish surface.
Knives and roller head are shut down hydraulically.
Tool speedly retracted and operation is completed with one pass without leading any damage on the surface.

skived surface
Figure 8 - Simultaneously skive-burnishing process

YAMASA skive-burnishing technology provides to you many advantages;
You will save from wear parts!
• Long life wear parts will decrease your consumption drastically!
• The money you spend for wear parts decrease drastically!
• Replacements are easy, anyone can do it, no need any professionalism.
You will save time!
• Diameter adjustment with indicator provide time saving and convenience.
• High cutting performance minimize the machining time.
• The replacement of spare parts with longer periods shorten the machine down time.
• Minimized replacement duration provides time savings.
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Skive-Burnishing Technology

You will produce high quality tubes in every conditions!!!
• It will produce quality tubes by eliminating rippling and axis alignment errors which source from machine.
• Excellent surface quality in one pass (Rz < 1 µm / Ra < 0,1 µm).
• Provides improved cylindrical forms by reducing the circularity till 0,01 mm.
• Reduce rippling or remove completely.
• It can produce the tubes in large irregularities in one operation.
• High cutting depth offers a possibility of machining  hot rolled tubes  in one pass.
Your production cost will decrease drastically!
• When YAMASA CEO new generation combined skive-burnishing tools are began to used wear part needs and cost
reduction immediately are noticed.
• Decrease in machine downtime and operation, increase in  production amount affect production costs positively.

For the first-time users!

You can consult us for checking whether your current machine is suitable for the skive-burnishing system, for the necessary
revisions to make it suitable, or for determining the additions. If you have such a request, please contact us. Our technical staff
will provide you necessary help and information.
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Explanations
Internal Roller Burnishing Tools

Achievable surface roughness Rz<1µm / Ra<0,16 µm

Application
•
•
•
•

Tools are used for the aim of burnishing through holes, semi-blind hole and blind holes.
Provide surface hardness and calibration (measurement accuracy).
Used on all kinds of machining production machines such as CNC and universal lathe, machining centers,
drilling or milling machines, etc.
Pre-machining and burnishing is possible on same machine. Process is done in one pass after pre-machining.

Tool Versions
There are three versions of YAMASA DX burnishing tools
according to the process type.
Version 1: SF - Self feeding for through holes
• Burnish the through holes.  It makes the feeding self. If the
revolution increases the feeding speed increases self in the
same rate.
• It is suitable for use such on universal lathe, drilling, milling
machines.

All dimensions in mm.

SF(1): Self feeding - through hole

Version 2: MFT - Machine feeding for through holes
•  Burnish the through holes.
• It can be used on all kind of machining production
machines.
• Feed rate: 0,05 - 0,3 mm/rev. per roller
Version 3: MFB - Machine feeding for blind holes
• Burnish the blind holes up to end. It can be used for also
through holes and semi-blind holes.
• It can be used on all kind of machining production
machines.
• Feed rate: 0,05 - 0,3 mm/rev. per roller

MFT(2): Machine feeding - through hole
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MFB(3): Machine feeding - blind hole

DX Series | For cylindrical holes
Internal Roller Burnishing Tools

Technical features

DX Series

Developed System
Turn precision
in 0,01 mm

Developed easy
adjustment system
Extra security
against adjustment
change by special
adjustment nut lock

•

Circumferential speed for all versions
maximum 250 m/min.

•

Tools can be adjustable 0,15 - 1 mm according
to type.

•

Has a 0,0025 mm precise adjustment
mechanism.

•

Can burnish the holes up to H8-H9 tolerance
with one adjustment.

•

Burnishing all kinds of metallic materials up
to the tensile strength of 1400N/mm² and to
the hardness 42-45 HRC.

•

Easy setting, long using life, low spare parts
consumption. Every kind of spare part can be
provided by YAMASA.

Tool structure
Extra durable body

•

Tool consists of a burnishing head and a body
which has a precision adjustment mechanism.

•

Burnishing head consists of a cage, cone
and rollers. In the same time, these are 		
consumables.

•

It is possible to mount on the same type body
the roller heads in different diameter.

•

There are cylindrical and morse taper shank
choices are available for machine connection
(see table).

Extra durable
roller head

Roller precision in 0,001 mm
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DX Type | Between Ø5 - 14 mm
Internal Roller Burnishing Tools

Achievable surface roughness Rz<1µm / Ra<0,16 µm

Rolling length
e
f
20 (23*)
27
74,5
50 (58*)
62
84
100 (108*)
112
84
150 (158*)
162
84
*max. rolling length for blind hole tool

1- Cone
2- Roller
3- Cage
13- Shank

Minimum edge
Diameter range
05,00
06,00 - 14,00

X¹ / SF
2,4

X¹ / MFT
2,4

X² / MFB
-

2,6

2,6

0,8

X² : It is possible to come to near the edge more. Please ask for special situations.

Recommended machining parameters

Product selection

How to order | Order samples
You can create order codes of the tool and spare parts by looking at the product selection table. For this, please rank the requested product features side by side.
All dimensions in mm.
SF(1): Self feeding - through hole
MFT(2): Machine feeding - through hole
MFB(3): Machine feeding - blind hole
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DX Type | Between Ø15 - 21 mm
Internal Roller Burnishing Tools

Rolling length
e
f
50 (64*)
69
77
100 (114*)
119
78,5
150 (164*)
169
78,5
200 (214*)
219
78,5
250 (264*)
269
78,5
*max. rolling length for blind hole tool

1- Cone
2- Roller
3- Cage
13- Shank

Minimum edge
Diameter range
15,00 - 21,00

X¹ / SF

X¹ / MFT

X² / MFB

6,2

3,5

0,8

X² : It is possible to come to near the edge more. Please ask for special situations.

Recommended machining parameters

Product selection

How to order | Order samples
You can create order codes of the tool and spare parts by looking at the product selection table. For this, please rank the requested product features side by side.
All dimensions in mm.
SF(1): Self feeding - through hole
MFT(2): Machine feeding - through hole
MFB(3): Machine feeding - blind hole
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DX Type | Between Ø22 - 31 mm
Internal Roller Burnishing Tools

Achievable surface roughness Rz<1µm / Ra<0,16 µm

Rolling length
e
f
50 (59*)
63,5
76,5
100 (109*)
113,5
78
150 (159*)
163,5
78
200 (209*)
213,5
78
250 (259*)
263,5
78
300 (309*)
313,5
78
*max. rolling length for blind hole tool

Minimum edge
Diameter range

X¹ / SF

X¹ / MFT

X² / MFB

22,00 - 27,00

7,7

5,5

0,8

28,00 - 31,00

9,3

5,5

0,8

1- Cone
2- Roller
3- Cage
13- Shank

X² : It is possible to come to near the edge more. Please ask for special situations.

Recommended machining parameters

Product selection

How to order | Order samples
You can create order codes of the tool and spare parts by looking at the product selection table. For this, please rank the requested product features side by side.
All dimensions in mm.
SF(1): Self feeding - through hole
MFT(2): Machine feeding - through hole
MFB(3): Machine feeding - blind hole
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DX Type | Between Ø32 - 34 mm
Internal Roller Burnishing Tools

Rolling length
e
f
50 (59*)
63,5
76,5
100 (109*)
113,5
78
150 (159*)
163,5
78
200 (209*)
213,5
78
250 (259*)
263,5
78
300 (309*)
313,5
78
*max. rolling length for blind hole tool

1- Cone
2- Roller
3- Cage
13- Shank

Minimum edge
Diameter range
32,00 - 34,00

X¹ / SF

X¹ / MFT

X² / MFB

9,3

5,5

0,8

X² : It is possible to come to near the edge more. Please ask for special situations.

Recommended machining parameters

Product selection

How to order | Order samples
You can create order codes of the tool and spare parts by looking at the product selection table. For this, please rank the requested product features side by side.
All dimensions in mm.
SF(1): Self feeding - through hole
MFT(2): Machine feeding - through hole
MFB(3): Machine feeding - blind hole
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DX Type | Between Ø35 - 49 mm
Internal Roller Burnishing Tools

Achievable surface roughness Rz<1µm / Ra<0,16 µm

1- Cone
2- Roller
3- Cage
13- Shank

Minimum edge
Diameter range
35,00 - 49,00

X¹ / SF

X¹ / MFT

X² / MFB

9,3

5,5

0,8

X² : It is possible to come to near the edge more. Please ask for special situations.

Recommended machining parameters

Product selection

How to order | Order samples
You can create order codes of the tool and spare parts by looking at the product selection table. For this, please rank the requested product features side by side.
All dimensions in mm.
SF(1): Self feeding - through hole
MFT(2): Machine feeding - through hole
MFB(3): Machine feeding - blind hole
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DX Type | Between Ø50 - 80 mm
Internal Roller Burnishing Tools

1- Cone
2- Roller
3- Cage
13- Shank

Minimum edge
Diameter range
50,00 - 80,00

X¹ / SF

X¹ / MFT

X² / MFB

9,3

5,5

0,8

X² : It is possible to come to near the edge more. Please ask for special situations.

Recommended machining parameters

Product selection

How to order | Order samples
You can create order codes of the tool and spare parts by looking at the product selection table. For this, please rank the requested product features side by side.
All dimensions in mm.
SF(1): Self feeding - through hole
MFT(2): Machine feeding - through hole
MFB(3): Machine feeding - blind hole
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DX Type | Between Ø81 - 160 mm
Internal Roller Burnishing Tools

Achievable surface roughness Rz<1µm / Ra<0,16 µm

1- Cone
2- Roller
3- Cage
13- Shank

Minimum edge
Diameter range
081,00 - 160,00

X¹ / SF

X¹ / MFT

X² / MFB

12,9

7,7

1,6

X² : It is possible to come to near the edge more. Please ask for special situations.

Recommended machining parameters

Product selection

How to order | Order samples
You can create order codes of the tool and spare parts by looking at the product selection table. For this, please rank the requested product features side by side.
All dimensions in mm.
SF(1): Self feeding - through hole
MFT(2): Machine feeding - through hole
MFB(3): Machine feeding - blind hole
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DX Type | Between Ø161 - 350 mm
Internal Roller Burnishing Tools

1- Cone
2- Roller
3- Cage
13- Shank

Minimum edge
Diameter range
161,00 - 350,00

X¹ / SF

X¹ / MFT

X² / MFB

13,4

8,2

1,6

X² : It is possible to come to near the edge more. Please ask for special situations.

Recommended machining parameters

Product selection

How to order | Order samples
You can create order codes of the tool and spare parts by looking at the product selection table. For this, please rank the requested product features side by side.
All dimensions in mm.
SF(1): Self feeding - through hole
MFT(2): Machine feeding - through hole
MFB(3): Machine feeding - blind hole
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Explanations
External Roller Burnishing Tools

Achievable surface roughness Rz<1µm / Ra<0,16 µm

Application
•
•
•
•

Tools are used for the aim of burnishing plain and stepped shafts.
Provide surface hardness and at low rate calibration (measurement accuracy).
Used on all kinds of machining production machines such as CNC and universal lathe machines, machining centers,
drilling or milling machines.
Pre-machining and burnishing is possible on same machine. Process is done in one pass after pre-machining.

Tool Versions
There are two versions of YAMASA MX burnishing tools according to the process type.
Version 1: SF - Self feeding for plain shaft

Version 3: MFB - Machine feeding for plain-stepped shafts

• Burnish the plain shafts.  It makes the feeding self. If the
revolution increases the feeding speed increases self in the
same rate.
• It is suitable for use such on universal lathe, drilling, milling
machines.

• Burnish the plain and stepped shafts up to the end.
• It can be used on all kind of machining production
machines.
• Feed rate: 0,05 - 0,3 mm/rev. per roller

All dimensions in mm.

SF(1): Self feeding - plain shaft

Circumferential speed for all versions: max. 250 m/min.

MFB(3): Machine feeding - plain and stepped shaft
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MX Series | For cylindrical shafts
External Roller Burnishing Tools

Technical features

MX Series

Developed System
Turn precision
in 0,01 mm

Extra durable
body

Developed easy
adjustment
system
3 Directional lock
system and extra
security against
adjustment change

Extra durable roller head

Roller precision
in 0,001 mm

19

•

Tools can be adjustable 0,45 - 0,50 mm
according to type.

•

Has a 0,001 mm precise adjustment
mechanism.

•

Can burnish the shafts up to H7 tolerance with
one adjustment.

•

Burnishing all kinds of metallic materials up
to the tensile strength of 1400N/mm² and to
the hardness 42-45 HRC.

•

Easy setting, long using life, low spare parts
consumption. Every kind of spare part can be
provided by YAMASA.

Tool structure
•

Tool consists of a burnishing head and a body
which has a precision adjustment mechanism.

•

Burnishing head consists of a cage, cone and
rollers. In the same time, these are 		
consumables.

•

It is possible to mount on the same type body
the roller heads in different diameter.

•

There are cylindrical and morse taper shank
choices are available. Roller length is limited
on the cylindrical and morse taper shanks
choices. Please prefer ZU Shanks for unlimited
roller lengths (see table).

MX Type | Between Ø1 - 14 mm
External Roller Burnishing Tools

Achievable surface roughness Rz<1µm / Ra<0,16 µm

Minimum edge
Diameter range
X¹ / SF X² / MFB
001,00 - 004,00
3,2
0,8
005,00 - 014,00
7,2
0,8
X²: It is possible to come to near the edge more. Please ask for special situations.

1- Cone

2- Roller

3- Cage

11- Shank

Recommended machining parameters

Product selection

How to order | Order samples
You can create order codes of the tool and spare parts by looking at the product selection table. For this, please rank the requested product features side by side.
All dimensions in mm.
SF(1): Self feeding - plain shaft
MFB(3): Machine feeding - plain and stepped shaft
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MX Type | Between Ø15 - 24 mm
External Roller Burnishing Tools

Minimum edge
Diameter range
X¹ / SF X² / MFB
015,00 - 024,00
7,7
0,8
X²: It is possible to come to near the edge more. Please ask for special situations.

1- Cone

2- Roller

3- Cage

11- Shank

Recommended machining parameters

Product selection

How to order | Order samples
You can create order codes of the tool and spare parts by looking at the product selection table. For this, please rank the requested product features side by side.
All dimensions in mm.
SF(1): Self feeding - plain shaft
MFB(3): Machine feeding - plain and stepped shaft
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MX Type | Between Ø25 - 49 mm
External Roller Burnishing Tools

Achievable surface roughness Rz<1µm / Ra<0,16 µm

Minimum edge
Diameter range
X¹ / SF X² / MFB
025,00 - 049,00
8,8
0,8
X²: It is possible to come to near the edge more. Please ask for special situations.

1- Cone

2- Roller

3- Cage

11- Shank

Recommended machining parameters

Product selection

How to order | Order samples
You can create order codes of the tool and spare parts by looking at the product selection table. For this, please rank the requested product features side by side.
All dimensions in mm.
SF(1): Self feeding - plain shaft
MFB(3): Machine feeding - plain and stepped shaft
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MX Type | Between Ø50 - 85 mm
External Roller Burnishing Tools

Minimum edge
Diameter range
X¹ / SF X² / MFB
050,00 - 085,00
9,3
0,8
X²: It is possible to come to near the edge more. Please ask for special situations.

1- Cone

2- Roller

3- Cage

11- Shank

Recommended machining parameters

Product selection

How to order | Order samples
You can create order codes of the tool and spare parts by looking at the product selection table. For this, please rank the requested product features side by side.
All dimensions in mm.
SF(1): Self feeding - plain shaft
MFB(3): Machine feeding - plain and stepped shaft
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MX Type | Between Ø86 - 110 mm
External Roller Burnishing Tools

Achievable surface roughness Rz<1µm / Ra<0,16 µm

Minimum edge
Diameter range
X¹ / SF X² / MFB
086,00 - 110,00
12,9
1,6
X²: It is possible to come to near the edge more. Please ask for special situations.

1- Cone

2- Roller

3- Cage

11- Shank

Recommended machining parameters

Product selection

How to order | Order samples
You can create order codes of the tool and spare parts by looking at the product selection table. For this, please rank the requested product features side by side.
All dimensions in mm.
SF(1): Self feeding - plain shaft
MFB(3): Machine feeding - plain and stepped shaft
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MX Type | Between Ø111 - 160 mm
External Roller Burnishing Tools

Minimum edge
Diameter range
X¹ / SF X² / MFB
111,00 - 160,00
12,9
1,6
X²: It is possible to come to near the edge more. Please ask for special situations.

1- Cone

2- Roller

3- Cage

11- Shank

Recommended machining parameters

Product selection

How to order | Order samples
You can create order codes of the tool and spare parts by looking at the product selection table. For this, please rank the requested product features side by side.
All dimensions in mm.
SF(1): Self feeding - plain shaft
MFB(3): Machine feeding - plain and stepped shaft
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MDX Series | Between Ø5 - 14 mm
Internal Micro Burnishing Tools

Achievable surface roughness Rz<1µm / Ra<0,16 µm

COMPACT DESIGN
For swiss and multi-spindle automatic type machines.
Circumferential speed: max.250 m/min.
Feed rate: 0,05 - 0,3 mm/rev. per roller
Machinable hardness: max. 42 - 45 HRC
Adjustment precision: 0,0025 mm
Rolling length

Tool length (b)

e

30 (25*)
50
32
50 (45*)
70
52
*rolling length for through hole tool

Minimum edge

Setting range

Diameter range X¹ / MFT X² / MFB
05,00
2,4
06,00 - 14,00
2,6
0,8
X²: It is possible to come to near the edge more. Please ask for special situations.

Diameter range
05,00
06,00 - 08,00
09,00 - 14,00

MFT
-0,05 / +0,10
-0,05 / +0,20
-0,10 / +0,40

MFB
-0,05 / +0,20
-0,05 / +0,40

1- Cone
2- Roller
3- Cage
4- Shank
5- Adjusting
housing

Recommended machining parameters

Product selection

How to order | Order samples
You can create order codes of the tool and spare parts by looking at the product selection table. For this, please rank the requested product features side by side.
All dimensions in mm. MFT(2): Machine feeding - through hole
MFB(3): Machine feeding - blind hole
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MXS Series | Between Ø1 - 14 mm
External Micro Burnishing Tools
COMPACT DESIGN - internal coolant
For swiss and multi-spindle automatic type machines.
Circumferential speed: max.250 m/min.
Feed rate: 0,05 - 0,3 mm/rev. per roller
Machinable hardness: max. 42 - 45 HRC
Adjustment precision: 0,0025 mm

Achievable surface roughness Rz<1µm / Ra<0,16 µm

Minimum edge

Setting range

Diameter range X² / MFB
01,00 - 14,00
0,8
X²: It is possible to come to near the edge more. Please ask for special situations.

Diameter range
MFB
01,00 - 014,00
-0,10 / +0,05

1- Cone
2- Roller
3- Cage
4- Screw
5- Shank

Recommended machining parameters

Product selection

How to order | Order samples
You can create order codes of the tool and spare parts by looking at the product selection table. For this, please rank the requested product features side by side.
All dimensions in mm. MFB(3): Machine feeding - plain and stepped shaft
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Explanation
Taper-Flat Surface Burnishing Tools

Achievable surface roughness Rz<1µm / Ra<0,16 µm

Technical features
COMPACT DESIGN
For swiss and multi-spindle automatic
type machines.

MKI Micro roller burnishing tool
Machining parameters
Circumferential speed

max.40 m/min.

Feed rate

0,1 - 0,3 mm/rev.

Rolling share

up to 0,01 mm

Machinable material hardness

max. 42 - 45 HRC

Pre-machining roughness

Rz = 5 - 20 μm

Pre-machining

lathe or reaming

Coolant

Oil or emulsion

Tapered internal surface
Kl type

These tools are used to process the interior-outer conics
and flat surfaces. They are suitable to roller burnish for all
workpieces requiring precision. The tool body is equipped
with a special spring system. This spring system enables
the pressure, which is applied on the workpiece, adjusted
specifically. At the same time, this spring system provides
the tool a safety stroke (safety distance). The safety stroke
prevents overload on the workpiece and the machine.
Furthermore it helps to get a standard and perfect surface
quality. The spring system which is designed specially for
each tool, gives the opportunity to apply the same pressure
everytime to the workpiece which is processed, thus a
precision and standard size is obtained.
Any adjustment mechanism is not mentioned in tools. The
roller burnishing process occurs when the roller head, which is
prepared specially due to the sizes of workpiece, is contacted
to the workpiece with a certain force. During the process
either the tool or the workpiece may turn. These tools are
capable to process all kinds of metallic metarials with 1400
N/mm2  tensile strength and hardness up to max. 42-45 HRC.
Tools work by universal or CNC lathes, machining centers,
drilling machines, milling machines or other machines which
process by turning.

Tapered external surface
KD type
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Flat surface
KA type

K Series | For male-female tapers and flat surfaces
Taper-Flat Surface Burnishing Tools
Tool structure
K Series tools consist of a body and a roller head. The tool body consists of a shank and a precision housing equipped with the
pressurized spring system. The special spring system is designed due to the requirements of the work suitability. The tool is
sending with morse taper or cylindrical shank due to the preference. The roller head consists of cage, cone and rollers. These parts
are designed and produced due to the dimensions of the workpiece. Later the roller heads are assembled to the proper body. As
the roller heads are designed upon the specifications of the desired work, it is not possible to keep these parts in stock.

Product selection

* Only for Kl and KD tools. All dimensions in mm.

How to order | Order samples
You can create order codes of the tool by looking at the product selection table. For this,
please rank the requested product features side by side.

Tool body selection is made by YAMASA according to material features and
sizes of workpiece. Roller heads are designed according to workpiece sizes.
It is enough to send us order code of your selected product together with
following informations. After that we will inform you the suitable tool
configuration for your work.
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Needed informations for tool configuration
•    Material:
•    Material hardness (HRC etc.):
•    Material yield strength (N/mm):
•    Workpiece technical drawing

Cylindrical external surfaces,
flat surfaces, tapers and holes
Achievable surface roughness Rz<1µm / Ra<0,16 µm

Application
YAMASA SX type tools are used for the aim of burnishing the stepped-plain shafts, tapers, flat surfaces and holes. The tools
provide as well as surface hardness and at low rate calibration (measurement accuracy) beside of burnishing. The tools provide
time saving through a high processing power and speed and this is a motive to prefer for the serial production.

Technical features and advantages
•

Burnishing different sizes with same tool.

•

Used on CNC and universal lathe machines.

•

Tool design allows either right or left hand operation.

•

Don't require settings and when the tool is fixed to the
machine, it is ready to use.

•

Roller burnishing force is adjustable, so it is possible to achieve
high quality and standard roughness values.

•
SX-8-1-VDI30
Single roller burnishing tool

Special design and spring system apply rolling force consistently.
So it provides high quality and standard work flow.

•

Burnishing all kinds of metallic materials up to the
tensile strength of 1400N/mm² and to the hardness 42-45 HRC.

Hole machining
Tool type

SX8

Easy to change the spare part.

Hole dept (mm)

•

Process time is short.

Ø51

≤ 20

Ø104

> 20

•

Needs min. lubrication (oil or emulsion).

Ø53

≤ 20

•

It does not make sawdust.

Ø106

> 20

min. diameter (mm)

SX5

•

1- Cage
2- Support roller
9- Roller
18- Tool body
19- Dial indicator (IP67)
       • waterproof
       • shockproof
27- Shank

Tool structure
•
•
•

Tools consist of a connecting shank, precision body, roller head and a dial indicator which shows rolling force.
Dial indicator is IP67 protected and has a waterproof-shockproof structure.
Square, cylindrical or VDI shanks are available. Whole shanks are demountable.
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SX Series | SX5 and SX8 types
Single Roller Burnishing Tools
SX5 - Machining parameters

SX8 - Machining parameters

Working range

Ø ≥ 10 (up to Ø 80 mm)

Working range

Ø > 12 (up to Ø200 mm)

Circumferential speed

max. 150 m/min.

Circumferential speed

max. 150 m/min.

Feed rate

max. 0,6 mm/rev.

Feed rate

max. 0,6 mm/rev.

Rolling share

up to 0,02 mm

Rolling share

up to 0,02 mm

Rolling force

max. 5000 Newton

Rolling force

max. 5000 Newton

Pre-machining roughness

Rz = 5 - 20 μm

Pre-machining roughness

Rz = 5 - 20 μm

Pre-machining

lathe or grinding

Pre-machining

lathe or grinding

Coolant

Oil or emulsion

Coolant

Oil or emulsion

Version 1 - From tailstock to chuck

Version 2 - Tailstock side

Version 3 - From chuck to tailstock

Version 4 - Chuck side

Dimensions

Product selection

* b=60 mm for the tools with Ø40 mm VDI and cylindrical shank.
There is not "n" size at square shank tools.

All dimensions in mm.

How to order | Order samples

You can create order codes of the tool and spare parts by looking at the product selection table. For this, please rank the requested product features side by side.
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Cylindrical external surfaces,
flat surfaces, tapers and holes
Achievable surface roughness Rz<1µm / Ra<0,16 µm

Hole or shaft burnishing
on machining center

SX-14-1-VDI40
Single roller burnishing tool
internal coolant

1- Cage
2- Support roller
9- Roller
15- Thrust ring
18- Tool body
19- Dial indicator (IP67)
       • waterproof
       • shockproof
24- Bearing
27- Shank

Hole machining
Tool type
SX 14

min. diameter (mm)

Hole dept (mm)

Ø110

≤ 30

Ø151

≤ 80

Ø160

Unlimited

Hole burnishing application
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SX Series | SX14 type
Single Roller Burnishing Tools
SX14 - Machining parameters
Working range

Ø ≥ 30 (up to Ø5000 mm)

Rolling force

max. 10000 Newton

Circumferential speed

max. 200 m/min.

Pre-machining roughness

Rz = 5 - 20 μm

Feed rate

max. 1 mm/rev.

Pre-machining

lathe or grinding

Rolling share

up to 0,03 mm

Coolant

Oil or emulsion

Version 1 - From tailstock to chuck

Version 2 - Tailstock side

Version 3 - From chuck to tailstock

Version 4 - Chuck side

Dimensions

Product selection

There is not "n" size at square tools

All dimensions in mm.

How to order | Order samples
You can create order codes of the tool and spare parts by looking at the product selection table. For this, please rank the requested product features side by side.
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Limited length of holes, shafts
and internal-external tapers
Achievable surface roughness Rz<1µm / Ra<0,16 µm

SX-35M Processing properties and parameters

Hole and shaft process
in one setting...

Processable surface

Holes, shafts, internal and
external tapers*

Working range

Ø ≥ 35

Circumferential speed

max. 150 m/min.

Feed rate

max. 0,6 mm/rev.

Rolling share (int./ext.)

up to 0,03 / 0,02 mm

Rolling force

max. 5000 Newton

Pre-machining roughness Rz = 5 - 20 μm

SX-35M-1-50-ZS32
Single roller burnishing tool

Pre-machining

lathe or reaming

Coolant

Oil or emulsion

* Taper setting should be made for taper process.

1- Cage
2- Support roller
9- Roller
11- Roller head carrier
18- Tool body
19- Dial indicator (IP67)
       • waterproof
       • shockproof
27- Shank

SX-35D Processing properties and parameters
Processable surface

Holes and internal
tapers*

Working range

Ø ≥ 35

Circumferantial speed

max. 150 m/min.

Feed rate

max. 0,6 mm/rev.

Rolling share

up to 0,03 mm

Rolling force

max. 5000 Newton

Pre-machining roughness Rz = 5 - 20 μm

SX-35D-1-100-VDI30
Single roller burnishing tool

1- Cage
2- Support roller
9- Roller
11- Roller head carrier
18- Tool body
19- Dial indicator (IP67)
       • waterproof
       • shockproof
27- Shank
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Pre-machining

lathe or reaming

Coolant

Oil or emulsion

* Taper setting should be made for taper process.

SX Series | SX-35M, SX-35D, SX-52D
Single Roller Burnishing Tools
SX-52D Processing properties and parameters
Processable surface

Holes, shafts, internal and
external tapers*

Working range

Ø ≥ 52

Circumferential speed

max. 150 m/min.

Feed rate

max. 0,6 mm/rev.

Rolling share (int./ext.)

up to 0,04 / 0,02 mm

Rolling force

max. 10000 Newton

Pre-machining roughness Rz = 5 - 20 μm

SX-52D-1-150-ZA40
Single roller burnishing tool

Pre-machining

lathe or reaming

Coolant

Oil or emulsion

* Taper setting should be made for taper process.

1- Cage
2- Support roller
9- Roller
11- Roller head carrier
18- Tool body
19- Dial indicator (IP67)
       • waterproof
       • shockproof
27- Shank

Hole machining

Dimensions

* b = 60 mm for Ф40 mm cyl. and VDI shanks (SX-35M / SX-35D).
* b = 83 mm for Ф40 mm VDI shank (SX-52D).

* b = 100 mm for Ф50 mm VDI shank (SX-52D)
* b = 123 mm for Ф60 mm VDI shank (SX-52D)

There is not "n" size at square shank tools.

Product selection

All dimensions in mm.

How to order | Order samples

You can create order codes of the tool and spare parts by looking at the product selection table. For this, please rank the requested product features side by side.
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Fillets, Radii, contours,
and spherical surface
Achievable surface roughness Rz<1µm / Ra<0,16 µm

Application
•
•
•

Tools burnish contours, radii, cylindrical, spherical, tapered and flat surfaces.
Provide time saving through a high processing power and speed.
Provide surface hardness and at low rate calibration (measurement accuracy).

•
•
•

Easy to change the spare parts.
Short process time. No sawdust.
Needs min. lubrication (oil or emulsion),

RX-45-1-R2,5-ZS40
Single roller burnishing tool
internal coolant

RX-45H-1-R2,5-ZS40
Single roller burnishing tool
internal coolant

RX-45 Processing properties and parameters

RX-45H Processing properties and parameters

Processable surfaces

Cylindrical and radii up to the face

Processable surfaces

Cylindrical and radii up to 75°

Machinable materials

low and midlevel strength

Machinable materials

High strength

Circumferential speed

max. 300 m/min.

Circumferential speed

max. 300 m/min.

Feed rate

max. 1 mm/rev.

Feed rate

max. 1 mm/rev.

Rolling share

up to 0,03 mm

Rolling share

up to 0,03 mm

Rolling force

max. 4000 Newton

Rolling force

max. 10000 Newton

Pre-machining roughness

Rz = 5 - 30 µm

Pre-machining roughness

Rz = 5 - 30 µm

Coolant

Oil or emulsion

Coolant

Oil or emulsion

1- Roller unit
11- Roller holder
18- Tool body
19- Dial indicator (IP67)
       • waterproof
       • shockproof
27- Shank

RX tools are avaliable for deep rollig applications. Please ask.

Technical features and advantages

•

•
•

•

•
•

Burnishing different sizes with same tool.
Used on CNC, universal and lathe machines with copy
systems.
Tool design allows either right or left hand operation.
Don't require settings and when the tool is fixed to the
machine, it is ready to use.

•
•
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Roller burnishing force is adjustable, so it is possible to
achieve high quality and standard roughness values.
Spring system apply rolling force consistently. So it provides
high quality and standard work flow.
Shoulders and other edges is possible up to the end.
Burnishing all kinds of metallic materials up to the tensile
strength of 1400N/mm² and to the hardness 42-45 HRC.

RX Series | RX-45 and RX-45H types
Single Roller Burnishing Tools
Tool structure
•
•
•

Tools consist of a connecting shank, precision body, roller head and a dial indicator which shows rolling force.
Dial indicator is IP67 protected and has a waterproof-shockproof structure.
Square, cylindrical or VDI shanks are available.

Version 1 - From tailstock to chuck

Version 2 - Tailstock side

Version 2 - From chuck to tailstock

Version 4 - Chuck side

Dimensions

Product selection

There is not "n" size at square shank tools.

* Roller Radii max. R4,0 is possible for RX-45 type. All dimensions in mm.

How to order | Order samples
You can create order codes of the tool and spare parts by looking at the product selection table. For this, please rank the requested product features side by side.
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Spherical surfaces,
contours, radii, fillets
and groove flanks

Achievable surface roughness Rz<1µm / Ra<0,16 µm

RXS-45 Processing properties and parameters

RXS-45-1-R2,5-ZS32
Single roller burnishing tool

Processable surfaces

Cylindrical and radii up to
the plane face

Machinable materials

low and midlevel strength

Circumferential speed

max. 300 m/min.

Feed rate

max. 0,8 mm/rev.

Rolling share

up to 0,02 mm

Rolling force

max. 4000 Newton

Pre-machining roughness

Rz = 5 - 20 µm

Coolant

Oil or emulsion

Application
•

•
•
1- Roller unit
11- Roller holder
16- Tool body
17- indicator (IP67)
       • waterproof
       • shockproof
24- Shank

Technical features and advantages
•
•
•
•
•

•
1- Roller unit
11- Roller holder
16- Tool body
17- indicator (IP67)
       • waterproof
       • shockproof
24- Shank

Tools burnish spherical surfaces, contours,
cylindrical surfaces with connecting 		
radius up to the flat surface, groove flanks,
tapered and flat surfaces.
Process is done in one pass after
pre-machining.
Provide surface hardness and at low rate
calibration (measurement accuracy).

•
•

•
•
•
•

Burnishing different sizes with same tool.
Used on CNC and Universal lathe machines.
Tool design allows either right or left hand
operation.
Don't require settings and when the tool is
fixed to the machine, it is ready to use.
Roller burnishing force is adjustable, so it is
possible to achieve high quality and standard
roughness values.
Spring system apply rolling force consistently.
So it provides high quality and standard work
flow.
Shoulders and other edges is possible up to
the end.
Burnishing all kinds of metallic materials up
to the tensile strength of 1400N/mm² and to
the hardness 45 HRC.
Easy to change the spare parts.
Short process time.
Needs min. lubrication (oil or emulsion).
No sawdust.

RXS-90 Processing properties and parameters

RXS-90-1-R2,5-VDI30
Single roller burnishing tool
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Processable surfaces

Spherical surface and contours

Machinable materials

low and midlevel strength

Circumferential speed

max. 300 m/min.

Feed rate

max. 0,8 mm/rev.

Rolling share

Up to 0,02 mm

Rolling force

max. 4000 Newton

Pre-machining roughness

Rz = 5 - 20 µm

Coolant

Oil or emulsion

RXS Series | RXS-45, RXS-90, RXS-90P
Single Roller Burnishing Tools
RXS-90P Processing properties and parameters

RXS-90P-1-8x20-ZA32
Single roller burnishing tool

Processable surfaces

Spherical holes, groove flanks,
circular ring areas

Machinable materials

low and midlevel strength

Circumferential speed

max. 150  m/min.

Feed rate

max. 0,4 mm/rev.

Rolling share

up to 0,02 mm

Rolling force

max. 4000 Newton

Pre-machining roughness

Rz = 5 - 20 µm

Coolant

Oil or emulsion

1- Roller unit
11- Roller holder
16- Tool body
17- Dial indicator (IP67)
       • waterproof
       • shockproof
24- Shank

Tool structure
•
•
•

Tools consist of a connecting shank, precision body, roller head and a
dial indicator which shows rolling force.
Dial indicator is IP67 protected, has a waterproof-shockproof  structure.
Square, cylindrical or VDI shanks are available.
*60: for the tools with Ø40 mm VDI and cylindrical shank.

Product selection

All dimensions in mm.

How to order | Order samples

You can create order codes of the tool and spare parts by looking at the product selection table. For this, please rank the requested product features side by side.
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Explanations
Combined Skive-Burnishing Tools

Achievable surface roughness Rz<1µm / Ra<0,16 µm

Technical features
CEOS type combined skive-burnishing tools simultaneously skive and burnish the cold drawn and hot rolled tubes. The tools are
produced between Ø38-400 mm and as standard with 2 and 3 skiving knives. Cutting depth is possible up to 3 mm in diameter.
The diameter of tools is adjustable, adjust capacity is changing between 0.3-0.8 mm. Skiving head and roller head is adjusted
independently from each other, adjustment mechanism is very precisely, and allows setting to be made in 0.01 mm increments.
CEOS tools, can produce finished tubes with the help of high precisely knife system which can machine rough finish process in
one adjustment and one pass till H7 tolerances. Improved integrated roller head harden the inner surface of the tube and burnish
it in Ra <0,1 μm roughness like a mirror.
Both side retrac system is available on tools. After retract any scratching problem never occurs. There is a system on CEOS type
combined skive-burnishing tools which eliminates misalignments , axis failures and wobbling. It is possible to produce with these
tools 0,4 - 20 meter long tubes. The tools have long using life, and it is possible to use the tools for a long time without size change
due to abrasion.

*It is possible to produce the tools for boring bars with different sizes.

All Dimensions in mm.

Tool connection and hydraulics control
BTA connection system is available on tools. The tool is connected and disconnected only one movement on the boring bar. There
are two types of control systems available on the tools that meet the requirements in the market.
1-) International system
• Activation cylinder is integrated on the tool.
• Tool can be controlled in hydraulics and pneumatics or both system.
• System works with 40-100 hydraulic bar pressure.
2-) Europe system
• Activation cylinder is integrated on boring bar.
• Control is done from boring bar.
• System works with approx. 20 bar pressure.
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CEOS Series | For hydraulic cylinders, tubes
Combined Skive-Burnishing Tools

Developed system
YAMASA CEOS new generation combined skive-burnishing tools offer many innovations. These tool offers high performance
and eliminate many problems experienced with the customary tools. YAMASA CEOS is a competitive tools which reduce the
production costs extremely.

•

Minimized process time (Vc=300 m/min, Feeding=up to 5mm/rev)

•

Cutting depth up to 3 mm in diameter, high cutting performance

•

Pneumatic and hydraulic control  with integrated switch system

•

Excellent oil flow design, maximum coolant

•

Improved knife mechanism, eliminate the scratch problems after retract

•

H7 tolerance, 0,01 mm circular shape and minimized longitudinal wavyness with improved skiving technology

•

Avoidance or reduction of rippling

•

Excellent knife system which machine irregular holes in one pass

•

Simple and quick replacement of the spare parts! minimum waste of time!
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CEOS Type | Between Ø38 - 49 mm
Combined Skive-Burnishing Tools

Achievable surface roughness Rz<1µm / Ra<0,16 µm

5- Guide pad (front)
7- Guide pad (back)
10- Cutting insert
18- Shank
19- Cone
21- Support pad
26- Cage
30- Roller

Recommended machining parameters
Attainability
Tolerance
Circle regularity
Roughness

up to H7
up to 0,01 mm
Ra<0,1 / Rz<1μm

Product selection

How to order | Order samples
It is enough to inform the code and quantities of the product you wish to order. For example C11883 x 8 pc. Please ask interval sizes which do not exist on the tables.
On the choice of Europe connection system, letter" E" is added at the end of the complete tool code. Such as C10501E.
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CEOS Type | Between Ø50 - 64 mm
Combined Skive-Burnishing Tools

5- Guide pad
10- Cutting insert
18- Shank
19- Cone
21- Support pad
26- Cage
30- Roller

Recommended machining parameters
Attainability
Tolerance
Circle regularity
Roughness

up to H7
up to 0,01 mm
Ra<0,1 / Rz<1μm

Product selection

How to order | Order samples
It is enough to inform the code and quantities of the product you wish to order. For example C11883 x 8 pc. Please ask interval sizes which do not exist on the tables.
On the choice of Europe connection system, letter" E" is added at the end of the complete tool code. Such as C10501E.
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CEOS Type | Between Ø65 - 79 mm
Combined Skive-Burnishing Tools

Achievable surface roughness Rz<1µm / Ra<0,16 µm

5- Guide pad
10- Cutting insert
18- Shank
19- Cone
21- Support pad
26- Cage
30- Roller

Recommended machining parameters
Attainability
Tolerance
Circle regularity
Roughness

up to H7
up to 0,01 mm
Ra<0,1 / Rz<1μm

Product selection

How to order | Order samples
It is enough to inform the code and quantities of the product you wish to order. For example C11883 x 8 pc. Please ask interval sizes which do not exist on the tables.
On the choice of Europe connection system, letter" E" is added at the end of the complete tool code. Such as C10501E.
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CEOS Type | Between Ø80 - 99 mm
Combined Skive-Burnishing Tools

5- Guide pad
10- Cutting insert
18- Shank
19- Cone
21- Support pad
26- Cage
30- Roller

Recommended machining parameters
Attainability
Tolerance
Circle regularity
Roughness

up to H7
up to 0,01 mm
Ra<0,1 / Rz<1μm

Product selection

How to order | Order samples
It is enough to inform the code and quantities of the product you wish to order. For example C11883 x 8 pc. Please ask interval sizes which do not exist on the tables.
On the choice of Europe connection system, letter" E" is added at the end of the complete tool code. Such as C10501E.
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CEOS Type | Between Ø100 - 139 mm
Combined Skive-Burnishing Tools

Achievable surface roughness Rz<1µm / Ra<0,16 µm

5- Guide pad
10- Cutting insert
18- Shank
19- Cone
21- Support pad
26- Cage
30- Roller

Attainability
Tolerance
Circle regularity
Roughness

up to H7
up to 0,01 mm
Ra<0,1 / Rz<1μm

Recommended machining parameters
Feeding (mm/rev)
3,5 (max.4)
Cutting depth (Ø-mm) 1 (max.3 opt.)
Motor power (kW)
40 - 50

Product selection

How to order | Order samples
It is enough to inform the code and quantities of the product you wish to order. For example C11883 x 8 pc. Please ask interval sizes which do not exist on the tables.
On the choice of Europe connection system, letter" E" is added at the end of the complete tool code. Such as C10501E.
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CEOS Type | Between Ø140 - 179 mm
Combined Skive-Burnishing Tools

5- Guide pad
10- Cutting insert
18- Shank
19- Cone
21- Support pad
26- Cage
30- Roller

Attainability
Tolerance
Circle regularity
Roughness

up to H7
up to 0,01 mm
Ra<0,1 / Rz<1μm

Recommended machining parameters
Feeding (mm/rev)
3,5 (max.4)
Cutting depth (Ø-mm) 1 (max.3 opt.)
Motor power (kW)
40 - 50

Product selection

How to order | Order samples
It is enough to inform the code and quantities of the product you wish to order. For example C11883 x 8 pc. Please ask interval sizes which do not exist on the tables.
On the choice of Europe connection system, letter" E" is added at the end of the complete tool code. Such as C10501E.
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CEOS Type | Between Ø180 - 209 mm
Combined Skive-Burnishing Tools

Achievable surface roughness Rz<1µm / Ra<0,16 µm

5- Guide pad
10- Cutting insert
18- Shank
19- Cone
21- Support pad
26- Cage
30- Roller

Attainability
Tolerance
Circle regularity
Roughness

up to H7
up to 0,01 mm
Ra<0,1 / Rz<1μm

Recommended machining parameters
Feeding (mm/rev)
Cutting depth (Ø-mm)
Motor power (kW)

4 (max.5)
1 (max.3 opt.)
40 - 50

Product selection

How to order | Order samples
It is enough to inform the code and quantities of the product you wish to order. For example C11883 x 8 pc. Please ask interval sizes which do not exist on the tables.
On the choice of Europe connection system, letter" E" is added at the end of the complete tool code. Such as C10501E.
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CEOS Type | Between Ø210 - 300 mm
Combined Skive-Burnishing Tools

5- Guide pad
10- Cutting insert
18- Shank
19- Cone
21- Support pad
26- Cage
30- Roller

Attainability
Tolerance
Circle regularity
Roughness

up to H7
up to 0,01 mm
Ra<0,1 / Rz<1μm

Recommended machining parameters
Feeding (mm/rev)
Cutting depth (Ø-mm)
Motor power (kW)

4 (max.5)
1 (max.3 opt.)
40 - 50

Product selection

How to order | Order samples
It is enough to inform the code and quantities of the product you wish to order. For example C11883 x 8 pc. Please ask interval sizes which do not exist on the tables.
On the choice of Europe connection system, letter" E" is added at the end of the complete tool code. Such as C10501E.
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CX Series | CX-R, CX-CS, CX-D types

For hydraulic cylinders, tubes

Skive & Roller Burnishing Tools
Application
CX type skiving tools machine the hydraulic cylinders in two different operation with CX-D type roller burnishing tools. In first
operation, CX skiving tool skive the cylinder; in the second operation, CX-D tool roller burnish the surface.
The tools are retracted after process and rapidly pullback without damaging the surface.
Depending upon cylinder, process result H7 - H8 diameter allowance and also the surface quality of Rz< 1 µm (Ra<0,16 µm) are
obtained. Short process time provides time savings.
Tools have precise diameter adjustment. Spare parts can be changed easily. The skiving tool's inserts can be changed without
disassemble the knives. The tools can be connected and removed quickly.

CX-R Processing properties and parameters

CX-R Skiving tool
For short and long cylinders

Used machines

Deep hole drilling
machines

Processing length

≤ 20 m

Circumferential speed

150 - 300 m/min.

Feed rate

1 - 5 mm/rev.

Attainability tolerance

up to H7

Attainability circle regularity

up to 0,01 mm

Attainability roughness

Rz = 5 - 30 µm

Coolant

Oil or emulsion

CX-CS Processing properties and parameters

CX-CS Skiving tool - internel coolant
For used lathe machines and short cylinders

Used machines

CNC-universal lathe,
machining centers

Processing length

L/Ø≤ 15

Circumferential speed

150 - 300 m/min.

Feed rate

1 - 5 mm/rev.

Attainability tolerance

up to H7

Attainability circle regularity

up to 0,01 mm

Attainability roughness

Rz = 5 - 30 µm

Coolant

Oil or emulsion

CX-D Processing properties and parameters

CX-D Roller burnishing tool
For short and long cylinders
internal or external coolant
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Used machines

Deep hole drilling,
CNC-universal lathe,
machining centers

Processing length

≤ 20 m

Circumferential speed

max. 250 m/min.

Feed rate (per roller)

0,05 - 0,3 mm/rev.

Attainability tolerance

up to H6

Attainability circle regularity

up to 0,001 mm

Attainability roughness

Rz<1 / Ra<0,16 µm

Coolant

Oil or emulsion

UX Series | For stepped and axial holes
Multiple Head Burnishing Tools

Application
YAMASA UX type tools can burnish two different hole sizes
at the same time. Beside of this, tools are used for the aim
of providing a precision measurement and surface quality
by keeping axiality. The tools provide as well as surface
hardness and calibration (measurement accuracy) beside
of the burnishing. The tools provide time saving through a
high processing power and speed and this is a motive to
prefer for the serial production.

Technical features and advantages

Machining parameters
Circumferential speed

max.250 m/min.

Feed rate

0,10 - 0,30 mm/rev. per roller

Pre-machining roughness

Rz = 5 - 20 µm

Pre-machining

Reaming or lathe

Coolant

Oil or emulsion

•
•
•
•

Achievable surface roughness
Rz<1µm / Ra<0,16 µm

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The surfaces in quality of Rz<1 µm (Ra<0,16 µm) can be
obtained.
With same setting it can burnish till H8 hole allowance.
It is capable to burnish all kinds of metallic materials
up to the tensile strength of 1400N/mm² and to the
hardness 42-45 HRC.
Used on universal and CNC Controlled lathe machines,
machining centers, milling, drilling etc. machines and
also production centers and machines which controlled
manuel.
Roller burnishing force can be adjusted, so it is possible
to achieve high quality and standard roughness values.
Diameter adjustments are independent from each other.
During the operation, the tool or workpiece rotate.
Roller burnishing of shoulders and other edges is
possible up to the end.
The tool is automatically retracted for do not damage
the surface while pulling back .
It is easy to change the spare part.
Short process time, provides time saving.  
It removes the second or third tool, machine and
personnel requirements.
It is enough a few lubrication (oil or emulsion).
It does not make sawdust.

Tool structure
UX type tools consist of a precision body which is special
designed and roller head. The bodies of the tools have a special
mechanism which enables to make adjustment independent
from each other of the roller heads. The roller head consists
of cage, cone and rollers. Roller head is specially designed
according to workpiece measurements. According to the
preference, shank is delivered as morse taper or cylindrical.
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Rolling length
Rolling length and step increment are designed specially
according to workpiece dimensions. While machining the
workpiece, the roller heads of this tools which remove the
plenty of tool using and provide time saving are designed to
machine max. 3 steps.

MXM Series | For cylindrical shafts
Roller Burnishing Machines
Application

Desing and function

YAMASA MXM type machines are used for the aim of burnishing
the cylindrical stepped and plain shafts. The machine provides as
well as surface hardness and low rate calibration (measurement
accuracy) beside of burnishing. Because of the high processing
power and speed ability, it provides time saving. These are the
preference causes for the serial production.

MXM roller burnishing machines are capable to process any
kind of diameter between Ø3-Ø40 mm by changing the roller
heads. One roller head is used for each nominal diameter. Each
roller head has an adjustment capacity of 0,5 mm. The nominal
diameter of the roller head can be adjusted with the tolerance
between -0,40 and +0,10.

Technical futures

Advantages

YAMASA MXM roller burnishing machines can process the
cylindrical shafts up to H8 tolerances with a single adjustment.
These machines are capable to process all kinds of metallic
materials with 1400 N/mm² tensile strength and hardness up
to max. 42-45 HRC. Super finish surfaces up to Ra= 0,02 µm can
be obtained.

•
•
•
•
•

It is capable to achieve a rapid and serial production.
Saves  time, money and energy.
The roller heads can be replaced easily and rapidly.
A precision and fast adjustment can be done through the
adjustment mechanism.
No sawdust and residues occur.

With MXM type burnishing machines, part feeding and
tolerance adjustment can be done automatically. The machine
takes the workpiece and then removes out after the burnishing
process is completed. The machine has full automatic
specifications. It is capable to achieve a rapid production in
order to the automatic feeding system. It can be integrated to
each production line for every kind of serial production. As well
as automatic loading system can be integrated.
MXM Models, properties and parameters
MXM Models

DVH-1

DVH-2

DPH-1

DPH-2

NC-1

NC-2

Working range (Ø-mm)

1-20/25*

1-40

1-20/25*

1-40

1-20/25*

1-40

Control panel

Dijital

Digital

Coolant system

Manuel or spraying

Continuously lubrication-internal coolant

Coolant

Oil

Oil or emulsion
30 Liter (including filter)

Coolant tank capacity

-

Electric connection

400 V 50 Hz

Processable surfaces

Plain/stepped shafts

Proccesing length

Unlimited

Revolution

0-1400 rev./min (with speed control)

Feed rate

0,9 - 3 mm/rev.

Pre-machining rough.

Rz= 5 - 20 µm

Burnishing allowance

up to 0,02 mm

Numarical control(NC)

MXM DPH-1
Roller burnishing machine
internal coolant system

Sample of applications
Shock absorber shafts,
pneumatic
cylinder shafts, HDD shafts, coil,
powered tooth brush drive shafts,
printer guide shafts, air hammer parts,
air condition shafts, pump shafts,
motor shafts, optical drum for copying
machine, wire etc.

* Optional

MXM DVH-1
Roller burnishing machine
Manuel lubrication or
minimal lubrication spraying system

Coolant Unit
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MXM Series | For cylindrical shafts
Roller Burnishing Machines

MXM Multi series
For processing piston rods and long type shafts

MXM NC-2
Roller burnishing Machine
internal coolant system
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